Three propositions about Jordan matrices are proved and applied to algebraically classify the Ricci tensor in n-dimensional Kaluza-Klein-type spacetimes. We show 
Introduction
The algebraic classification of a symmetric two-tensor (such as the Ricci tensor) defined on a four-dimensional (4-D for short) Lorentzian manifold has been discussed by several authors [1] - [3] and is of interest in, for example, classifying and interpreting matter field distributions [4] - [12] , and in the study of limits for non-vacuum spacetimes [13] . It is also important in understanding some purely geometrical features of spacetimes (see, e.g., Plebański, [2] Cormack and Hall [14] ), and as a part of the procedure for checking whether apparently different spacetimes are in fact locally the same up to coordinate transformations (the equivalence problem [15] - [19] ).
Over the past three decades, particularly after the appearance of supergravity and superstring theories in the 1970's, there has been a resurgence in work on Kaluza-Kleintype theories in higher dimensional settings [20] . This has been basically motivated by the quest for an unification of gravity with the other fundamental interactions. On the other hand, they have been used as a way of finding new solutions of Einstein's equations in four dimensions, without ascribing any physical meaning to the additional components of the metric tensor [21] .
In this paper, after stating a proposition concerning orthogonality of null vectors and proving three propositions about Jordan matrices, we apply them to algebraically classify the Ricci tensor in n-dimensional Kaluza-Klein-type Lorentzian spacetimes. The classification is obtained from first principles, without making use of previous results [3, 22] , and generalizes a recent article on Segre types in 5-D spacetimes [23] . The Ricci tensor is classified into four Segre types and their degeneracies. Using real semi-null bases we derive a set of canonical forms for the Segre types, extending to n-dimensional Lorentzian spaces the canonical forms obtained for lower dimensional spaces [3] , [22] - [24] . Although the Ricci tensor is constantly referred to, the results of the following sections apply to any second order real symmetric tensor on n-dimensional Lorentzian spaces.
Mathematical Prerequisites
The algebraic classification of the Ricci tensor in n-dimensional spacetimes can be cast in terms of the eigenvalue problem
where λ is a scalar, V b is a vector and the mixed Ricci tensor R a b may be thought of as a linear operator R :
Here and in what follows M is a real ndimensional spacetime manifold locally endowed with a Lorentzian metric of signature (− + + · · · +), T p (M) denotes the tangent space to M at a point p ∈ M and latin indices range from 0 to n − 1, unless otherwise stated. Although the matrix R a b is real, the eigenvalues λ and the eigenvectors V b are often complex. A mathematical procedure used to classify matrices in such a case is to reduce them through similarity transformations to canonical forms over the complex field. Among the existing canonical forms the Jordan canonical form (JCF) turns out to be the most appropriate for a classification of R a b . The mathematical theory concerning JCF of square matrices is well established and can be found in many textbooks on linear algebra [25, 26] . The basic result is that given an n-square matrix A over the complex field, there exist nonsingular matrices X such that
where J, the JCF of A, is a block diagonal matrix, each block being of the form
Here r is the dimension of the block and λ k is a root of the characteristic equation det(A − λI) = 0. Although X is far from being unique, the JCF is uniquely determined up to the ordering of the blocks along the main diagonal of J. In what follows A of eq.
(2.2) is the matrix formed with the mixed components R a b of the Ricci tensor R. We shall first examine the structure of a general Jordan block J r (λ) in J, where J r (λ) begins at row and column s and ends at row and column t (t = s + r − 1). The matricial equation (2.2) can be rewritten as R X = XJ. Equating columns s to t on both sides of this matricial equation we have
where X q denotes the vector associated to the q-th column of the matrix X. We shall refer to these relations as a Jordan chain. It should be noted that (a) the column vectors To algebraically classify a second order symmetric tensor we shall discuss now three propositions about Jordan blocks J r (λ) (r > 1).
Proposition 1 The first column vector (eigenvector
X s ) of a Jordan block J r (λ) (r > 1)
is orthogonal to all vectors of its block, except possibly to the last one (X t ).
Indeed, from (2.4) a vector X q+1 (s ≤ q < t) obeys the equation
Eq. (2.5) and the first equation (2.4) yield 6) where the dot between vectors indicates inner product. As R ab is symmetric, one easily obtains
When q = s eq. (2.7) implies X s .X s = 0, i.e., the eigenvector associated to a Jordan block of dimension r > 1 is a null vector.
Proposition 2 If X p and X q are two vectors (not eigenvectors) related to a block
Indeed, from (2.4) one finds that for p and q in the given range, the equations
hold. If one now takes the inner product of (2.9) and of (2.10) by X q+1 and X p , respectively, and uses the symmetry of R ab , one obtains eqs. (2.8).
Proposition 3 Eigenvectors related to different Jordan blocks are orthogonal provided at
least one of the blocks has dimension r > 1.
In fact, let J r (λ) and J r ′ (λ ′ ) be blocks of a Jordan matrix, where J r (λ) generates the Jordan chain (2.4) and J r ′ (λ ′ ) gives rise to a similar (primed) Jordan chain with r ′ equations.
From (2.4) and (2.11) one finds
14)
Here again the symmetry of R ab together with (2.12) and (2.13) imply
Similarly eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) give 
Finally (2.16) and (2.17) imply X s ′ .X s = 0 regardless of whether λ ′ = λ or λ ′ = λ.
To complete the mathematical prerequisites we state a trivial extension of a known result for null vectors in 4-D spacetimes, namely: 
The Classification
In the Jordan classification two square matrices are said to be equivalent if similarity transformations exist such that they can be brought to the same JCF. The JCF of a matrix gives explicitly its eigenvalues and makes apparent the dimensions of the Jordan blocks.
However, for many purposes a somehow coarser classification of a matrix is sufficient. In classifying symmetric tensors in a Lorentzian spacetime two refinements to the usual Segre notation are often used. Instead of a digit to denote the dimension of a block with complex eigenvalue a letter is used, and the digit corresponding to a timelike eigenvector is separated from the others by a comma.
We learn from table 1 that the JCF of R a b cannot have a block with dimension greater than 3. Indeed, the existence of such a block would give rise to at least two null vectors In  table 2 we present these types, where we have included the complex cases to be discussed below.
When the characteristic equation corresponding to (2.1) has complex roots, one can deal with this case by using an approach borrowed from [3] as follows. Suppose that α ± iβ are complex eigenvalues of R Whichever is the case, the real and the imaginary part of (2.1) give 
A Set of Canonical Forms
An often used approach in physics to establish a canonical form for a tensor is to align the basis vectors along the preferred directions intrinsically defined by the tensor. As far as the Ricci tensor R is concerned, the existence of null eigenvectors suggests to choose a semi-null basis B for T p (M), consisting of 2 null vectors and n − 2 spacelike vectors,
such that the only non-vanishing inner products are
The most general decomposition of R ab in terms of the basis B is
where the coefficients ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n(n+1)/2 are real scalars.
We shall now show that semi-null bases B can always be chosen so that R ab takes one of the following canonical forms at p ∈ M:
Segre type Canonical form
where the coefficients ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n are real scalars and ρ 2 = 0 in (4.7). Clearly these coefficients are related to the eigenvalues of R a b . Using the non-vanishing inner products of the basis B, it is not difficult to show that each of the above expressions for R ab leads to the corresponding Segre type indicated on the left. However, to show the reciprocal is not as simple as that and we shall examine case by case. the Jordan basis, namely the eigenvector X 1 , is a null vector, and using proposition 3 one finds that the eigenvectors X 3 , X 4 , . . . , X n are spacelike, mutually orthogonal and orthogonal to X 1 . We are then naturally led to choose l along the direction of X 1 , and
, . . . , x (n−2) along the directions of X 3 , . . . , X n , respectively. To complete the semi-null basis we choose m along the direction uniquely defined by l, x (1) , . . . , x (n−2) . Imposing that these last vectors are eigenvectors of R one finds that R ab in (4.3) simplifies to 9) where the condition ρ 2 = 0 must be imposed otherwise m would be a n-th linearly independent eigenvector. We finally make the transformation l → l
to bring R ab from the general form (4.3) into the form (4.5) with ρ 1 , ρ 3 , . . . , ρ n the eigenvalues associated to the eigenvectors l, x (1) , . . . , x (n−2) . 
